LETTERS

No place for modesty

“A leader is best when people barely know he exists, not so good when people obey and acclaim him, worse when they despise him... But of a good leader who talks little when his work is done, his aim fulfilled, they will say, “We did it ourselves.”

Clearly John Ashton’s aphorism mirrors Lao Tzu’s thoughts on leadership, and is thus misleading units of measurement, Standardised QALYs and DALYs.

“We did it ourselves.”

Work is done, his aim fulfilled, they will say, “Bothered... if we don’t get the credit for our work.”

If we would like to be more accurate, we had to put QALYs = 0.67x50y = 33.5y and DALYs = 0.33x50y+1.0x(80y-50y) = 46.5y. This means that the unit of measurement of QALYS and DALYS is years (y). As y is the unit of measurement of lifetime, using the same unit for the product “lifetime x quality” is confusing.

Saying that quality is rated on a scale from 0 to 1, we, in fact, have implicitly transformed the real but unknown scale of quality into a standard scale, where 0 denotes no quality at all and 1 the 100% of quality expected (life expectancy).

Therefore, QALYS and DALYS, combining actual years (axis x) and dimensionless quality (axis y), are, in fact, semi-standardised measures.

We can do the same with the dimension of time, assigning 0 to birth and 1 to lifetime expectancy. Continuing the example above, the dimensionless 1 is assigned to 80y, the dimensionless 0.625 to 50y (50y/80y) and the dimensionless 0.375 to 30y (30y/80y).

Thus, fully standardised QALYS = SQALYS = 0.67x0.625 = 0.41875, and fully standardised DALYS = SDALYS = 0.33x0.625+1.0x0.375 = 0.58125; that is, 41.875% of the life expected to be lived was actually lived and 58.125% was lost. Again SQALYS+SDALYS = 1 = 100% = life expectancy.

These transformed to fully dimensionless standardised measures seem to be more understandable: SQALYS are the percentage of life lived, and SDALYS the percentage of life lost; as their sum equals 1, they are complementary. They do not measure life as lifetime; therefore they are not misleading.

And thirdly they permit comparisons between countries, nations, sub-nations, etc., with different lifetime expectancy.

In contrast, we could of course unstandardise both axes, by assigning lifetime quality its real scale, but it remains to be discovered.
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Standardised QALYs and DALYs are more understandable, avoid misleading units of measurement, and permit comparisons

QALYs and DALYS combine years of life and quality of life in a single measure. In Arnesen and Nord’s words: “DALYS and QALYS are complementary concepts. QALYS are years of healthy life lived; DALYS are years of healthy life lost.” Both approaches multiply the number of years (x axis) by the quality of those years (y axis). QALYS use “utility weights” of health states; DALYS use “disability weights” to reflect the burden of the same states. For example, if the utility of deafness is 0.67, the disability weight of deafness is 1-0.67 = 0.33. Disregarding age weighting and discounting, and assuming lifetime expectancy of 80 years, a deaf man living 50 years represents 0.67x50y = 33.5 QALYS gained and 0.33x50y+1.0x(80y-50y) = 46.5 DALYS lost. We can see that 33.5+46.5 = 80y—that is, QALYS+DALYS = lifetime expectancy.

If we would like to be more accurate, we had to put QALYS = 0.67x50y = 33.5y and DALYS = 0.33x50y+1.0x(80y-50y) = 46.5y. This means that the unit of measurement of QALYS and DALYS is years (y). As y is the unit of measurement of lifetime, using the same unit for the product “lifetime x quality” is confusing.

Saying that quality is rated on a scale from 0 to 1, we, in fact, have implicitly transformed the real but unknown scale of quality into a standard scale, where 0 denotes no quality at all and 1 the 100% of quality expected (lifetime expectancy).

Therefore, QALYS and DALYS, combining actual years (axis x) and dimensionless quality (axis y), are, in fact, semi-standardised measures.

We can do the same with the dimension of time, assigning 0 to birth and 1 to lifetime expectancy. Continuing the example above, the dimensionless 1 is assigned to 80y, the dimensionless 0.625 to 50y (50y/80y) and the dimensionless 0.375 to 30y (30y/80y).

Thus, fully standardised QALYS = SQALYS = 0.67x0.625 = 0.41875, and fully standardised DALYS = SDALYS = 0.33x0.625+1.0x0.375 = 0.58125; that is, 41.875% of the life expected to be lived was actually lived and 58.125% was lost. Again SQALYS+SDALYS = 1 = 100% = life expectancy.

These transformed to fully dimensionless standardised measures seem to be more understandable: SQALYS are the percentage of life lived, and SDALYS the percentage of life lost; as their sum equals 1, they are complementary. They do not measure life as lifetime; therefore they are not misleading.

And thirdly they permit comparisons between countries, nations, sub-nations, etc., with different lifetime expectancy.

In contrast, we could of course unstandardise both axes, by assigning lifetime quality its real scale, but it remains to be discovered.
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Previous trials of dissemination were identified

Morrison et al examine the effect on questionnaire response of feeding back research findings to participants. As authors of the systematic review cited in their paper we would like to point out that we had in fact identified eight such randomised trials. The broad strategy under which these trials had been classified in our review was “non-monetary incentives”. We are currently updating our systematic review and have recently extended the search of databases to the beginning of 2003 and have contacted the authors of potentially eligible trials. A further two trials have been identified and the total of 10 trials have also been classified under the new strategy called “offer of research findings”. These trials include a total of 13 642 participants. When the results of these trials are pooled in a random effects meta analysis the odds ratio for response with research findings is 0.92 (95% CI 0.75 to 1.11). Despite omitting to refer to these previous trials, Morrison et al were justified in conducting their trial: few of such trials have been health related and none has examined the effect of this intervention when participants are being resurveyed. However, even with the inclusion of their new trial in our systematic review, uncertainty about the effect of dissemination of research findings on questionnaire response remains.

The update to our systematic review now includes a total of 372 trials of methods to influence response to postal questionnaires, classified under 98 strategies. Although many conclusions remain unchanged our updated review presents the definitive account of the evidence for which strategies may be used to improve response to postal questionnaires. The updated review will appear in the Cochrane Library later this year.
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Much of the material in part I is based on firsthand experience, and it is packed with information and insights that are unlikely to be found elsewhere. Part II covers conventional, biological, chemical, nuclear, and radiological terrorist weapons. Attention often focuses on arms control and its political underpinnings, but clinical aspects are also covered (though in too little detail to provide an important reference for clinicians). Part III addresses terrorism related “challenges and opportunities,” with chapters aimed at public health systems, epidemiology, therapeutic interventions, research, environmental protection, civil liberties, roots of terrorism, and the promotion of international law. The comprehensiveness of the text suffers slightly from the lack of attention to methods of decontamination, structure and function of Incident Command Systems, and the coordination of disaster services under the Federal Emergency Management Agency.

The text is well “balanced” in the manner intended by the authors in so far as it nicely situates the need for terrorism prevention and response capabilities within the context of other, potentially competing public health needs, and it balances these needs against the imperative to avoid “inappropriate or hazardous responses to threats of future terrorism.” On the other hand, there is little balance between competing viewpoints on ethical or policy issues. The book is structured by liberal cosmopolitan ideology—including numerous attacks on the Bush administration—with no attempt to fairly represent the range of credible, diverging opinions about the nature of justice or the intricacies of international collaboration and arms control.

HIV has influenced the development and understanding of the use of multiple surveillance methods, integrated case based and behavioural surveillance, active collaboration between different public health stakeholders, and confidentiality and anonymity have become important issues. Although sex may well be the most pleasurable human activity it is also very tabooed. The HIV risk reduction thus entails difficult behaviour changes, and the involvement of community members in this public health activity has become crucial. The adoption of “grey area” behaviours among at risk populations has led to the need for structural and individual level intervention. The HIV epidemic has shown the necessity of understanding surveillance data in their social context, for example, sex for drug. At the same time the “All or nothing” thinking opened to the principle of harm reduction.

The HIV epidemic has shown the importance of translating research results into active intervention and routine service delivery. HIV has had an impact on the organisation of prevention and care services and the public health planners are urged to consider the entire healthcare system, using all data available. Legal aspects and ethical issues, such as human rights, especially in relation to testing policy, named reporting and partner notification are very well discussed in the book.

The nine chapters are mainly dealing with the situation in the USA, however, the history in most western countries is similar and the book is absolutely worth reading for those interested in public health and in the HIV/AIDS epidemic and policy. The public health challenges from infection diseases never stop.

Dawning answers: how the HIV/AIDS epidemic has helped to strengthen public health


The HIV epidemic is still a great threat to public health, and the complexity of the infection regarding both biological and social aspects has challenged our skills to prevent its spread. The book presents a historical analysis to inform current policy development and to forecast the future, and describes some very important lessons learned during more than two decades with the HIV epidemic.